US/NATO INF Exit, Full Spectrum Dominance: A Nuclear Pistol at Moscow's Head
Analysis of US/NATO Expansion and Infrastructure after US Withdrawal from INF Treaty.
By JAR2
August 26, 2019 - In a public televised statement (link 1) in response to the US testing of INF banned
missiles days after exiting the treaty, President Vladimir Putin ordered analysis, conclusions and the
formulation of a symmetrical response from all levels on the latest moves by the United States with
regard to the recent testing of a now land-based Tomahawk cruise missile launched from a Mark 41
(Mk-41) Vertical Launch System (land) and the planned basing of such intermediate range missiles
which had been illegal under the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty (INF) signed in December
of 1987 between the USSR and the USA and which has now been scrapped by the USA side.
By exiting the treaty which forbid nuclear missiles with ranges from 500 to 5,500 kilometers
(approximately 310 to 3,420 miles) and was one of the last legal frameworks standing in the way of the
US/NATO ongoing attempt to attain Full Spectrum Global Dominance, the USA literally freed their hands
to continue with their aggressive military takeover of the planet, the obvious conclusion which can be
reached from NATO’s non-stop global expansion and directly and inarguably evidenced by the map
above which was prepared in 2011 by the US National Geospatial Intelligence Agency (NGA) and shows
the entire planet under military commands controlled by the USA.

This military takeover of the world by the USA, under the control of what are now labelled as “Deep
State Actors” (the managers and administrators of the Corporation of the United States and the agents
and controllers of the global banking cartels), has been the underlying subject of hundreds of articles
and interviews written and conducted by JAR2 and other alternative research and geo-political outlets
opposed to the imperial hegemon and further forensically evidenced by many of our file releases, which
when synthesized into a larger picture, detail what could be called the largest conspiracy in the history
of humankind. All of our work, from investigating 9/11 and the New World Order to reporting on NATO
expansion and the GLADIO/Nazi overthrow of the Ukraine, has been an attempt at exposing the global
conspiracy of the USA and NATO and the figures pulling the strings in the shadows. This is important
because the military phase is the penultimate major step in achieving their goal of world domination
and what can be appropriately labelled as a “Fourth Reich” as it the same actors who funded and
started the Third Reich who are behind the current “New World Order” (link 2).
Going back several years in multiple interviews and articles, in particular with Rick Rozoff from Stop
NATO (link 3) and Bruce Gagnon the Coordinator for the Global Network Against Weapons and Nuclear
Power in Space (link 4), I attempted to warn the world of the dangers of the NATO’s Eastward
expansion and in particular how supposed “defense” and interceptor systems such as the Patriot
Advanced Capability 3 interceptor missiles and the US/NATO ABM “shield”, could be, with the flip of a
switch, turned into first-strike offensive weapons. Now with the advent and advancement of so-called
“mini-nukes” (as detailed by project GNOME link 5) and briefcase sized nuclear charges, the danger has
grown thousand fold. As the President of Russia Vladimir Putin clearly stated, there is no way that we
(or anyone) could inspect and verify what is actually inside the missiles and what their exact
programming is. I must underline that this would include the exact payload and nature of the actual
warheads.
In my extensive reporting on the Ukraine after the illegal CIA orchestrated coup and the installation of
an Ukro-Nazi Government, I also laid out the strategic advantage that the USA and NATO were trying to
achieve by placing NATO hypersonic missiles on the territory of the Ukraine (link 6 link link link). These
were real threats and Russia dealt with them effectively, even going further and achieving absolute
strategic superiority with the development of working hypersonic missile and arms technology that left
the USA and NATO to play catch up (link 7). With one very important difference, Russia was forced into
developing such technology in the interests of her own defense, while the USA continues with their
aggressive plans for global domination and the takeover of the world and most importantly for the
Russian Federation, surrounding Russia with US/NATO missiles and bases.
We can not underline enough that the biggest danger and threat faced by mankind perhaps in all of its
history is now a 200-year-old rogue “nation” based on genocide and built by slaves which is dead set on
taking over the world. This is not a “theory” or rhetoric or propaganda, this is the reality that the world
is faced with today. The fact is that a country based on genocide and slavery cannot and will never be
legitimate and in 2019 the world is suffering from the imperial ambitions of not one but two such
nations; one which founded on the greatest genocide in world history and another which is currently
committing genocide with impunity with the support of the first. Again it must be underlined that both
were founded and run from the shadows by the same forces operating out of the City of London as
detailed in extensive reports on jar2.com (link to NWO research). Of course “Americans” will not want
to hear this as they live in an information bubble that brainwashes them into believing the “heroic”
nature of the CIA (which is nothing but an organization which commits crimes worldwide) and the
“virtuous” bombings and destruction of countries that the USA’s military industrial complex simply
makes money off of and carries out for bankers and corporations. However this article is not for them.
Having been literally at war for 226 out of 243 years of its existence, the genocide-based United States
of America knows nothing else. Other than of course, the lies, cover-ups, false flags, assassinations,
economic terrorism, GLADIO and NORTHWOODS style false-flags and all of the other associated
MKULTRA/MOCKINGBIRD (link 8 link 9 link 10) style manipulations that go into keeping the world in a

state of endless war and keeping the military industrial complex busy with endless targets. A country
possessing a Shadow Government which would stage an event such as 9/11, slaughtering two thousand
of its own people to perpetuate a state of endless global war has no place in the family of nations! Yet
no one dares speak out and no organization or even group of countries dares to call out the rogue
genociding lunatic that is in fact the United States of America. It is even “open secret” that the USA is
carrying out the Fourth Reich ambitions of the 40,000+ Nazi who found refuge in the USA in Operation
PAPERCLIP, and stunningly, even while openly spreading racist nazi hate worldwide, the almost total
silence against this monstrosity continues! Since the global media and economic bodies are now
controlled by Zionists (off-site link) and as Israel is continuing the “work” of the nazis who killed Jews
who refused to go to Palestine, this silence is understandable, more so when we consider that the USA
is covering for the Zionist entity (link 11) in their genocide of the Semitic peoples of Palestine (link 12)
and together they censor, control and eliminate all dissent, criticism and anyone and anything that
counters their fabricated self-serving narrative.
Since the first CIA backed Srebrenica massacre of Serbs (link 13) and the ensuing illegal aggressive
bombing of what was Yugoslavia that the CIA’s monstrous slaughter of Serbs provoked, the USA has
continuously, methodically and systematically travelled down a road of endless illegal wars, blatant
illegality and serial withdrawal from every international legal and regulatory framework, treaty and body
that serve to facilitate the peaceful coexistence and civilized behavior of the global family of nations
thereby literally placing itself outside of the law. Thus the self-aggrandizing, self-appointed global
policeman, self-labelled “moral” compass and self-deluded “exceptional” nation, the United States of
America is nothing but a rogue mass-murdering nation which shuns legal regulatory frameworks like a
rat shuns the light and as always gives some false reason for refusing to adhere to civilized norms (offsite link 14) while continuing its endless crimes against all of humanity and blaming everyone else for
what it itself is actually doing at the current moment.
What state other than a rogue nation would serially violate, exit from, simply ignore or even try to
manipulate and control such organizations, treaties, frameworks and bodies such as the International
Criminal Court (ICC), the United Nations, the Geneva Conventions (in particular those regarding torture
and aggressive war and crimes against peace as well as Protocols I and II), the Vienna Convention on
Diplomatic Relations, the Arms Trade Treaty, Russia’s calls to counter the glorification of Nazism, the
Kyoto Protocol, the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, the Mine-Ban Treaty, the
Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty, the Convention on the Rights of the Child, the Law of the Sea,
the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discriminations Against Women, the International
Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights, the International Convention for the Protection of All
Persons from Enforced Disappearance, the Convention on the Non-Applicability of Statutory Limitations
to War Crimes and Crimes Against Humanity and that is just a few, the list goes on and on! However
this is not new as the foundation of the monstrosity called the USA began with the approximately 374
treaties between the USA and American Indian Nations (link 15 pdf) which were completely ignored
including the only law, the Great Law of Peace (link 16 pdf) that was the only legal right the illegal
immigrants had to stay in what was called Turtle Island (link 17).
As for the horrendous, never properly investigated and covered up mass-murder-fest and controlled
demolitions that was the 9/11 false flag, although it has been blamed on Israel by deep researchers,
with dancing Israeli’s and the Institute for Advanced Strategic and Political Studies Jerusalem,
Washington giving the Deep State CIA lunatics plausible deniability (link 18), the US MIIC is just as
guilty as it was the catalyst for the endless illegal wars of aggression the failing hegemon is currently
engaged in.
Full Spectrum Dominance (link 19 link) means global domination and the Russian Federation and the
People's Republic of China (link 20) are the only countries standing in the way of the achievement of
such a military scenario, with besieged countries such as Syria (link 21), North Korea (link 22), Cuba,
Venezuela (link 23) and Iran (link 24), all of which are currently being targeted with internal

destabilization operations (link 25), punitive unilaterally applied economic measures and military grade
information warfare operations, also resisting the “efforts” of the would-be-imperial-ruler-of-the-world.
The Core Reason for an INF Exit
As for the real core strategic objective behind the USA’s exit from the Intermediate Nuclear Forces (INF)
treaty, although glibly promoted and propagandized as being because of some vague unfounded
completely fabricated and absolutely ridiculous claim regarding a Russian missile test system (off-site
link 26), our research has brought us to the conclusion that it will allow the US/NATO to directly target
Moscow and Beijing with first strike nuclear missiles with no advanced notice or logistical basing or
other measures which would serve to telegraph to the world an impending attack. Such systems would
allow the US Military to continue their advancement of remote warfare, taking the drone tactics and
autonomous killing to the next level.
In an extreme scenario someone sitting in the Pentagon could simply push a button and missiles would
be launched against Moscow or any other target. The danger of such a system can not be stressed
enough. For one although they are draped in layers of secrecy, even nuclear warheads and their
delivery systems can be hacked, especially if there is an outside communications command and control
factor involved, and a nuclear first strike launched by some kid with a Wi-Fi connection. Yes this is yet
another nightmare scenario but again one which could be manipulated and allow the US/NATO to
“accidentally” strike Moscow and other targets and maintain their beloved “plausible deniability”.
As for ground-basing, the range factor is critically important here because this will allow for the direct
targetting of Moscow from anywhere in Europe or even from Israel and of Beijing from US bases in
Japan or the Philippines from installations that are already hardened and in place.
With Russia’s ability to simply shut down US Navy warships, as it demonstrated in 2015, it is
understandable why the USA would upgrade and move their outdated Tomahawk missiles to land-based
launching facilities and as they have lost the strategic advantage to Russia’s hypersonic missile
advances. Logically what we are seeing is the application of the US/NATO’s “only” option (link 27). Thus
we can already predict that the US/NATO machine will also exit the new START treaty when it comes up
for renewal.
Where is the United Nations?
Meanwhile the global body that was supposedly founded in order to prevent one nation or power from
attempting to take over the world, the United Nations, as well as global community of nations on the
whole, has proven itself to be completely useless in reigning in the would-be rogue hegemon. However
this is not surprising in the least, the UN has done absolutely nothing concrete for decades to stop the
US/NATO genocides of the peoples of the Middle East, Africa, South America or Eastern Europe, nor has
the UN done anything to stop the endless US imperial wars of aggression or the endless crimes by the
USA of the most egregious and criminal nature.
From the illegal unilateral bombing of Yugoslavia 28 to redraw the borders of Europe, to the invasions
of Afghanistan (link 29), Iraq (link 30), Libya (link 31) , and the 9 or more current hot wars the US is
involved in, the UN habitually turns a blind eye to the ultimate crimes of the USA! Crimes Against Peace,
torture, rendition, illegal extra-judicial drone assassinations, usurping states, manipulating populations,
outright theft through “sanctions”, narcotics trafficking 34, terrorism both economic and physical,
assassinating presidents, diplomats and journalists (link 32) (Chavez link 33), human trafficking and of
course outright genocide through a myriad array of means, of course are crimes that the UN also
ignores. Let’s not forget maintaining an illegal extra-territorial torture dungeon in Guantanamo (link 34),
downing passenger aircraft (link 35) (link 36), bombing and seizing oil tankers and of course 9/11 (link

37), all also ignored by the UN and the world community as a whole. These are not “theories” or “fake
news” but documented researched and proven international crimes. The UN and all bodies are silent.
The USA, NATO and their associated allies and “partners” have, by their own behavior and the way they
flaunt international law with impunity and systematically remove themselves from all instruments,
treaties and bodies that seek to guarantee a civilized and peaceful planet, shown beyond the shadow of
a doubt that they have gone rogue. What can be more of a nightmare scenario for the entire planet
than a failing nuclear super-power which now exists outside of the framework of international law and
which is populated by brainwashed minions who believe in their own impunity and exceptionalism and
have decided that billions of innocent people in “shithole countries” must die for the Empire? Again
where is the United Nations? Will they finally do something when the US begins to operate under the
doctrine of pre-emptive nuclear strikes? Or when the genocides go global? Doubtful. Oh yeah! I forgot!
Agenda 21. LINK 40 41 42 The UN is in on it…
The Atavism of NATO
The INF was the last arms related agreement between the USSR and the USA/NATO and like the
promises of no NATO Eastward expansion, it has now gone into the US shredding machine where all
treaties the US signs eventually go. Currently the only arms agreement between Russia and the USA is
the new Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START) which by developing new strategic arms such as the
“new” Tomahawk the USA is violating, but never mind, move on, nothing to see here.
When the Warsaw Pact and the USSR collapsed, as we have repeatedly stated, NATO should have been
liquidated as it was supposedly created to counter the USSR, but the PAPERCLIP 43 empire builders
would not let it go. NATO is now the military platform and the front for the USA globally which should
be made clear by NATO’s own activities, such as effectively moving the North Atlantic to South America,
the Asia Pacific Region and Africa. NATO the atavism is now NATO the global imperial resource and
empire force, fulfilling the dreams of its Nazi creators (link). NATO is also the world’s largest and most
profitable protection racket, sucking up 3%-5% of every member countries GDP every year. Why
sponsor terrorism, set up straw man enemies and demonize countries for war? Obviously because
without their own self-created enemies USMil/NATO have no logical reason to continue their expansion
and existence. Of course they can not say they are taking over the world NWOLINK 44!
To speculate a little we might conclude that by leaving the INF and with advances in technology and
bloody hands freed with regard to the range of land based nuclear weapons, the Baltics and all other
countries targeted for regime change to allow for NATO bases may now be off the hook. For the
populations and governments of these countries this is good news! The USA/NATO are now free to
abandon the Ukraine, Kosovo and their other vassals in the region as by leaving the INF it is no longer
necessary in any “defense” scenario to possess the number of bases worldwide and in particular around
Russia, that the USA does and getting close is no longer necessary. Countries like the corrupted postNazi coup Ukraine which must be like an endlessly flushing toilet where the US pours in endless dollars
may see the dollar teats dry up. But again this is speculation. As I detailed in 2014 in an article for the
Voice of Russia World Service titled: “US/NATO Missiles 5 Minutes from Moscow?” (link 6 here here and
here) missile batteries in the Ukraine may no longer be needed whatsoever…
By scrapping the INF the USA/NATO have put a big fat period on their real intentions: full military global
domination, or as “they” call it Full Spectrum Dominance. This has nothing to do with security, defense
or the protection of disposable partners it is and has always been about Empire.
Over 636 US/NATO Military Installations Worldwide

No country in the world has more military bases worldwide than the United States of America (link 28).
Why? To defend the USA? No. To defend poor little innocent “partners”? No. The reasons can be
argued are many from projecting force and hegemony, protecting their “interests”, threatening
countries worldwide with annihilation, and serving as operations centers for their endless global wars,
but the real reason which should be clear to anyone, is the literal takeover of the world by force, hence
NATO’s Asia-Pacific Pivot and global expansion.
Having military bases worldwide and in this case we must mention Europe, where the USA places its
nuclear weapons and will now base these new and illegal nuclear capable land-based Tomahawks,
placing the world in the cross-hairs of the USA’s targets. Remember any normal country will based their
weapons on their own territory when they are interested in defense, this is logical, and any country will
target missiles which are pointed at it.
Thus by placing all of their bases and missiles, for example, in Europe, the USA stays out of the crosshairs while sitting safely across the Atlantic and Europe becomes the target. It is quite stunning in its
cowardice, and thus countries which could be friends to the largest country in Europe, Russia, due to
the insane global ambitions of their masters across the Atlantic, become simply cannon fodder for the
Imperial Empire to whom they must pay 3% - 5% of their GDP yearly to be protected from a threat the
US itself created. Nice racket.
It is truly a no-brainer that the Russian Federation, the People’s Republic of China and the Islamic
Republic of Iran and any other country in the cross-hairs of the “West” will be forced to target every
single location where the Mark 41 (Mk-41) Vertical Launch Systems are to be installed as well as any
suspected US/NATO installations where such weapons as the “new” Tomahawks are based. Given that
these are nuclear first strike weapons the response and level of firepower directed at these sites will
have to be massive. Thus every location in Europe and the surrounding areas will be in danger of being
wiped out and suffering the environmental disaster that would ensue were the collective US/NATO
nuclear arsenals to begin detonating all over Europe.
Israel and the lunatics at the Pentagon want to implement a doctrine of “Preventive Nuclear Strikes”
this is a fact, now think very hard on this point, if “big bad old Russia” employs such a doctrine in a
symmetrical response, all of these locations in Europe could be wiped out at any given moment without
warning. After all they are a true threat and eliminating the threats through a preventive strike, if we
follow the “logic” of Washington, would be “normal”.
According to duplicitous disinformation spread by CIA/MOCKINGBIRD media outlet CNN: “The concept,
the official said, would be to position the missiles in militarily advantageous positions from which they
could fire past Russian defenses and target ports, military bases or critical infrastructure.” (link 12)
Meaning of course the Kremlin itself. CNN says no systems have been developed or based, but the
recent test off California proves this is a complete lie.
It is also stunning that for decades and decades there has been almost no resistance by the
international community and the family of nations to the USA’s imperial military expansion, even into
space. With regard to the silence it is important to underline that the FVEY countries under the direction
of MOSSAD and the CIA (Talpiot, Hasbara, US Army Psychological Operations, Marine Corps
Intelligence, NSA, GCHQ, ASIS, et al) and finally Rothschild’s IMF/WB ASTEROIDS for the dirtiest work,
have been engaged in a secret war of assassination, disinformation, subversion, recruitment and
MKULTRA/MOCKINGBIRD military grade mind control operations against the world’s civilian populations.
Conclusion

Our conclusion in simple layman’s terms, is that the USA and NATO literally want to be sitting in their
comfortable offices overseas counting their billions while, figuratively speaking, an autonomous armored
car with a nuclear gun is pointed at the heads of Russia and China as they are forced to follow the
dictants of the genocidal NWO lunatics in Washington and the City of London.
Globalists Phase
The Globalists had their chance and the Clintonite’s failed to completely buy out the world and install
the New World Order, the TPP, the LGBTQBDIN Agenda et al, now the military “professionals” have
been given free reign to continue with the military phase of the takeover of the world. As we see it this
is the penultimate phase. Once the military takeover is complete, the Final Solution or “depopulation”
genocide and Agenda 21 will begin!
A symmetrical military response, if Russia also begins placing INF prohibited nuclear weapons around
the world, might include basing elements of Russia’s new hypersonic and other systems in Cuba
(Guantanamo Bay for example) placing Miami, for example, less than 300 kilometers away, into a less
than two minute annihilation scenario. Or perhaps in Venezuela, bringing the Pentagon and Washington
into the 3,300 kilometer range, this would be a very effective measure and would cost Russia very little
to carry out. Or Russia and China could simply drop the petro dollar, close out all accounts and
connections to the IMF and WB and rid themselves of all US debt, obligations and dollar reserves.
Finally Russia and China could delist themselves as corporations in the city of London and withdraw
from all of the treaties and instruments of control that the London Bankers and the Federal Reserve
Cartels have tied them too.
In related news the now Rothschild controlled G7 (Macron/Johnson) is now discussing the return of
Russia (without including Russia) as bait to get Russia to let them have their military expansion tools.
Finally I would like to share a typical response I have received from “Americans” as a sovereign further
underlining the fact that “Americans” on react to force: “You want your land back? We are armed to the
teeth. Come and take it!”
The great game continues.
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